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 A Journey with a Purpose   

Loka is a Small School with Big Dreams located along the Punpun river in Bihar, North-
India. At Loka 100 children aged 4-17 receive an education of Head, Heart and Hands 
and are empowered to create their livelihoods, equipped to uplift their surroundings and 
enriched with a sense of purpose. Loka’s aim is a more Beautiful, Fair and Sustainable 
World through an education that keeps our interconnectedness at the core of everything. 
Auroville is a universal town in South India where men and women of all countries are 
able to live in peace and progressive harmony above all creeds, all politics and all 
nationalities. The purpose of Auroville is to realise human unity. 

In August 2022 Loka’s students set upon their first big journey in life; to explore the wider 
world beyond their village. What could be a more inspiring place to go than the 
international township of Auroville? After seven years of rigorous and joyful learning at 
Loka’s school, the time seemed ripe for Loka’s six senior students also known as Loka’s 
Lions to spread out their wings and travel to a faraway land where dreams are being made 
into reality through an ongoing labour of love. Auroville is a place where once barren land is 
now bearing sweet fruits and it is also a great example of living a truly intelligent life where 
humanity is in tune with the whole of existence. This album gives a glimpse of the 
experiences and reflections of Loka students during their visit to The Mother/Mirra 
Alfassa’s City of the Future: Auroville.

  



 21-22 August: Train Journey from Gaya to Chennai   

‘Upper seat’ - Drawing by Sandeep

‘Train Journey’ - Drawing by Sandeep



Arrival in Gaia’s Garden; the home of 
Loka’s students during their time in 
Auroville. In the early morning they 
curiously wander through the lush 
garden and are fascinated by fishes 
and tortoises in the pond. They notice 
a black and red caterpillar that looks 
different from the ones they know in 
Bihar. The fragile beauty of a flower… 

 23 August Exploration (1/3): Gaia’s Garden   



The mornings generally start with reflection and then breakfast at the Auroville Bakery 
& Cafe. The first morning everyone tries croissants and after that new experience 
they decide to stick to a typical South-Indian breakfast: masala dosa or idli and vada. 
In Auroville every space is thoughtfully designed. At the bakery students notice how 
empty coconut shells serve as flower pots and are endlessly fascinated by fish and 
other water creatures in the small and big ponds they pass. From day one it is clear 
that they are perceptive and open to learn from the vast new world they entered.

 23 August Exploration (2/3): Breakfast at Auroville Bakery   



 23 August Exploration (3/3): The Matrimandir   

Learning in Auroville 
A Reflection by Dinesh 
Auroville is the place of ‘humanity’. Here 
everything is organised in a perfect way. It is 
situated in Tamil Nadu and a place where 
people of 60 countries live to create a nice 
Auroville. Everyone is very conscious about it. 
Auroville is the place of oneness. Matrimandir is 
the place of beauty and peace. After visiting I 
learned how to design things in a unique way 
where people can come for peace and learning 
together and shape this world in a balanced 
way. Here everything is finely and consciously 
designed. It is a very good place to take 
inspiration from and create something similar in 
our own place -yet not congruent. 



Designer Uma Prajapati founded Upasana. Loka students visited her 
Temple of Conscious Fashion in the heart of Auroville. During a 
conversation, Uma lit everybody up with her colourful stories; reflecting on 
her journey from a girl born in traditional Bihar until becoming an 
established conscious fashion designer. A student asked what inspired 
her journey: "One day I went to the temple with my family for 
Rudrabhishek (puja/worship of Lord Shiva) in Deoghar. My father was 
completing a ritual inside the temple and I was waiting outside. Suddenly 
it occurred to me that I was standing on a pile of waste. It had cemented 
together into a small hill and there I was standing, just outside the temple, 
on a heap of garbage. I wondered how this was possible and the question 
who is responsible for this has been guiding my journey. (...) The thing is, 
we usually think something big needs to be done to save or protect the 
world and then in the end, that often discourages us to do anything at all. 
When we observe a problem, we can seek ways to solve it, and that can 
be in small ways, rather than waiting for the government or anyone else to 
take action. ~Uma  
"Many times big things are being done in this world with small impacts. 
What I observe here is that something small is creating big change.” 
~Student Shankar 

 23 August: In Conversation with Uma   



“Uma Didi asked me one question during our conversation. That question was: “Who am I?” She added 
that what do you aim to be in your life? and we had to choose one person who did great work for world 
or community and inspires us. Then I chose my mother because she is a courageous woman. My name 
is Madhu Kumari and I stand for Courage for me and for Everyone else. I love this question and I never 
thought of this answer before. Thank you Uma for your class and for caring for our world. I loved 
meeting you and look forward to our next conversation!” ~Loka Student Madhu in her journal

  



From Dinesh’s Journal 
“Today after having a nice breakfast together in The 
French Bakery we together went to the Hand Made 
Paper Factory in Pondicherry (Pondi). Here I learned how 
to make hand made paper. In this factory both men and 
women are involved. They make with their hands and 
only few machines are added. The designs are made 
very fine and beautiful and through a simple process. We 
can also do it by ourselves. We observed lots of creativity 
applied with the hand made paper; there are so many 
things we can make with it. I learned that cotton is best 
for paper making because it contains 93% of cellulose. 
This whole tour through the factory was lead by 
Manoranjan. He taught us in a ‘Manorajnan’ way which 
made the learning fun and easy. One of the things I liked 
most about him was that  he gave us space to learn and 
he told us to observe the things around us ourselves and 
share with him what we thought was happening. He 
would help us if we got stuck. He gave time to students 
to explore the world around them. His intention was not 
to earn lots of money but to serve people in a way that 
everyone can be happy -including nature.” 

 24 August: Sri Aurobindo Handmade Paper Factory   



 24 August: Auro Orchard Farm Tour   

Auro Orchard - A tour by farmer Ramanan 
Auro Orchard is Auroville's oldest and second 
largest farm. It was started to fulfil the need of 
feeding Aurovillians -which in the early days was 
an immense task and responsibility by itself. 
Hence it and was done so through conventional 
farming. In 2012 the farm finally made the switch 
to organic, as was The Mother's (Mirra Alfassa/
founder of Auroville) wish. Loka students also 
aspire to make a similar change in their village and 
visited the farm to learn -and be inspired.  

Farmer Ramaman shared that on the farm 
'mulching is the mantra' and that the four pillars 
of farming it embraces are: 1. Quality of the soil 
(the quality of the soil determines the quality of the 
crop), 2. Water (how much/little water to use and 
how this water is collected/obtained), 3. Produce 
(the purpose of farms is to yield -sufficient- crops), 
4. Energy (what kind of energy is used? The aim 
is to be as much as possible self-sufficient/off the 
grid, for example through wind or sun energy). 

Students observed the farm, learned different 
ways of composting and how to combine being 
practical while having high ideals. Loka's friend/
guest teacher Tia Pleiman works at Auro Orchard 
as volunteer, in her words: "Working on the farm 
connects us to the food we eat and also to each 
other.”



 Cooking Dinner   



Loka in conversation with Eco Femme 
Reflections on women issues that soon evolved into 
a beautiful dialogue on the whole movement of life: 
One beautiful morning Loka students and Kathy & 
Kalvi of Eco Femme in Auroville sat outside under the 
trees in a circle and we introduced ourselves. A 
dialogue started. On living in a village. Our changing 
bodies. Culture, traditions and being open for the 
new. The root cause of conflict. About going beyond 
fear and looking into topics we tend to ignore; reject; 
feel are ugly. We tapped into environmental and 
social issues -even into rape- and then reflected on 
our responsibilities and possibilities in life. To walk 
the road of the majority; aspiring to become an 
engineer or doctor. Or maybe there is something else 
too? Something that touches all of us; work that lies 
neglected yet concerns us all. The conversation 
deepened. What do we do with our lives? Is it 
something constructive and beautiful; something that 
uplifts ourselves and those around us? Who are we 
and where are we going? 

 25 August: Visit to Ecofemme   



What I Got in Eco Femme,  By: Sanatan (17) 

We the Lion Group of 7 members reached to Eco Femme 
for exploring what it is about. Then we met Kathy ma’am 
and she explained about Eco Femme. That EcoFemme is a 
women led social enterprise in Tamil Nadu, India, that 
produces organic washable cloth pads. This was founded 
by Kathy Walking and she started in Auroville at unique 
place. She explain in fantastic way with Kalvi, a girl or lady 
we can say who is working as manager and she is also 
giving sessions to girls in Auroville and nearby it. She 
belong from village which is nearby Auroville and also 
shared her story how she got in EcoFemme and her story 
was inspiring for our group because we are also belongs 
from very small village in North India in Bihar and I have no 
more words to explain about her and like her experience in 
life. Kathy ma’am have very deep deep and extensive 
thoughts for women and girls health. I salute her works in 
unique place and I think they are real heroes for getting 
freedom for girls and girls freedom fighters for health. In her 
Eco Femme all members are heartily connected to 
organisation. I fully support this EcoFemme by sharing to 
others about menstruation pads.  



Journal of Loka Student Shankar (16)

Eco Femme - by Shilpi (15) 
This place is very beautiful and inspiration for girls and 
women. This world needs more people to build with this 
type of work and in the places where it is most needed. 
We should never give up and think that we are poor, 
instead we have to find our aim. And we will not think ‘I’ 
or ‘Me’ but ‘We’ then our heart will always see the right 
path and be strong. Anything that makes us fear then we 
have to ask questions to me; have a deep conversation 
with ourselves. 



Art workshop on the 12 qualities of The 
Mother (Mirra Alfassa/Founder of Auroville) 
for Loka students by artist Tia Pleiman. 


The 12 qualities are: Sincerity, Humility, 
Gra t i tude , Perseverance , Asp i ra t ion , 
Receptivity, Progress, Courage, Goodness, 
Generosity, Equality and Peace. What are their 
true meanings? How can we bring them into 
practice in our daily lives? Tia decided to 
create a project and let students discover the 
true meanings of these qualities or ideals by 
themselves through creative expression. 

Some student reflections while exploring the 
twelve qualities:

Shilpi: "When we face an obstacle, instead of 
throwing it, we can give it another shape." 
Sanatan: "To make the change I need a lot of 
courage because my courage might 
discourage." 
Sandeep: "We human beings generally don't 
have life, we just have the thought of life. A tree 
is truly alive and it is always giving. Can we also 
be more like trees?" 
Dinesh: "Can we Progress with Peace?"

 25 August: The 12 qualities of The Mother with Tia   

https://www.facebook.com/lokalocus/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWcbM5Oq8dVPCAmhgKAdS3J5yUVK9IfXLaO8cTIoGeVTbAvQVL2cbJ9oDXYJsM6fybWoMI4_mgWRGnn3s8VSGworlCcDK5TXxCJJThMMLVPDcscS0cgESho_9vRwgLqmr6QyadvtLVunuyV2itBry18OhFMe3ts_MGuwHQGa2lsjmpiI8nxUyzZUnfU91Fez0q1Ek83XABc76_UL2_zi7aU&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/Tiapleiman?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWcbM5Oq8dVPCAmhgKAdS3J5yUVK9IfXLaO8cTIoGeVTbAvQVL2cbJ9oDXYJsM6fybWoMI4_mgWRGnn3s8VSGworlCcDK5TXxCJJThMMLVPDcscS0cgESho_9vRwgLqmr6QyadvtLVunuyV2itBry18OhFMe3ts_MGuwHQGa2lsjmpiI8nxUyzZUnfU91Fez0q1Ek83XABc76_UL2_zi7aU&__tn__=-%5DK-R


 

Sandeep - Gratitude Shilpi - Humility

Sandeep - Sincerity
Shilpi - Aspiration



 

Sanatan - PerseverenceSanatan - Courage

Shankar - Receptivity Shankar - Goodness 



 

Dinesh - Peace Dinesh - Progress

Madhu - Equality Madhu - Generosity



In Auroville there is a free progress school for middle/high school students. It is called Last School. 'Free Progress' 
is an approach that requires the school's structure and programmes to be as diverse and supple as possible in 
order to respond to each student's line of progress. There is a special emphasis on art.  
Loka students were kindly invited to spend one morning at Last School and experience an education not merely 
focussed on jobs and certificates but on an all round growth and blossoming of all the faculties -heart, mind, 
hands and spirit. Below photos give a glimpse of their experience during an art session, gently guided by world 
class teachers. (Thanks to Last School student Praveena for taking some of the photos.) 

 26 August: Loka at Last School   





A Special Day   
-by Dinesh (17) 

Today the day starts with having fresh food at French 
bakery. Then we together went to a unique school 
known as Last School. This school is different from other 
schools. Here different age groups are learning together 
in very humble way and everyone belongs from different 
community but their aim is to create this unique school, 
focussed on consciousness. In the morning they 
together do a concentration in the hall. They have 
classes in different ways. Mathematics is being taught 
through games and puzzles which makes complicated 
maths very easy to understand. We were involved in the 
activities. We also learned art in three different ways: 
through drawings, playing with clay and mandalas. We 
got a nice tour of the school and found that it also 
focusses a lot on physical education to develop 
consciousness among children. And one amazing thing 
is that children are being taught sign languages of 
different countries, which was mind blowing for me. In 
this we have not to talk, we have to only move our body 
to express ourselves. During a sign language session we 
learned english alphabets, our names and to express 
ourselves in front of a learning group. It was very nice 
and enjoyable for all of us. 



Loka students were kindly invited to Discipline Farm 
where they were warmly welcomed by Scientist & 
Farmer Frank and his wife Barbel (and lovely dogs!) with 
lemon juice and biscuits.  
Frank guided students across the farm into the world of 
plants; a conscious interaction with nature.  

“Everything is there, nature provides it. We humans just 
not need to add problems. Can we listen to the plants; 
try to understand them?” ~Frank 

 26 August: Deep  Farming with Frank   



Frank Farm  
By Sanatan 
I learn many things today on Frank 
Farm; our conversation with soil. Frank: 
for better growth of plants and for 
better production we need better soil 
which includes carbon, micro-organism, 
k i tchen waste and mo is t c lay. 
Vermicompost is one of the most 
important things in soil that is needed 
for plants.  We had a nice conversation 
with farmer Frank on agriculture. 
Farmers feed our stomach. From 
Frank’s Farm I learned that working 
ourselves is best choice. No need to tell 
someone ‘do that’. One good farmer 
can provide better health and uplift 
society. Actually I like farm tour of Frank. 
Frank: “In anything we tend to find 
mistake of other but if we find our own 
mis take then so lv ing prob lems 
becomes easy.” 

Other new things I learned: 
-20 types of garlic 
-40 types of basil  

I like Discipline Farm Frank



Walking , Explor ing , D iscover ing 

within and without 

A beautiful quiet morning in the gardens 
lead by poet & educator Anandi Zhang, 
whose most recent publication Poetic 
and… was gifted to Loka’s library. 

Anandi encouraged us to embrace trees, 
dip our feet in the water, smell flowers and 
notice all the small details around us. A 
torn leaf being perfect in its imperfection. A 
perfect egg-shaped stone that turns out to 
be a lamp. A birds' nest hidden in a hole in 
the sacred banyan tree... Now draw it. 
Write about it. Create poetry… 

“We are all children. Me too! Let’s 
explore…” ~Anandi

 27 August: Poetic and… in the Matrimandir Garden   

  







 27 August: Exploring Auroville Botanical Gardens   



  



How to 
photograph a 
labyrinth?  

Climb a tree!



Excerpts from a dialogue between students and Deepti Tewari 
Science tells you how; Spirituality tells you why  The root of the word 
question is quest  If your mind is awake; you want to learn  Auroville 
is about Everything  A deep why has a deep answer  You stay young 
because you have a dream  Make a path towards that dream!  

(Photos made on an earlier occasion when Deepti visited Gaia’s 
Garden and was shown around by Manager & Grass Puller Pranav)

 27 August: Dialogue with Educator Deepti   



During their stay in Auroville, Loka students participated in Ultimate Frisbee 
sessions guided by Smiti on Gaia Field at dawn. Sandeep: We feel 
comfortable in being who we are while playing frisbee  Shilpi: There are no 
differences between people when we play. All levels, people of different 
genders and origins play together -equally  Madhu: We have a sense of 
belonging here, in Auroville, while playing together  Dhanraj: In playing 
frisbee there is no discrimination  Sanatan: Smiti Didi had a special way of 
teaching us  Dinesh: We learned new techniques as how to hold, throw 
and catch the disk  Shankar: During frisbee, we are all connected. 

 27 August: Ultimate Frisbee with Smiti   





Pleasant Day - Journal entry by Dinesh

Today was the day of pleasant. It was our first experience of the ocean. When I 
saw it with my naked eyes I got amazed! It was so vast. As far as my eyes could 
see it was only ocean. It was so very huge that a world of people could get a dip 
in it. We together bathed in the ocean. We felt the ocean water. Water was very 
salty. In the early morning at 5 am we together reached to the beach and we 
could hear the roaring sound of ocean water. This trip is a life changing trip. 

 28 August: A dip in the vast ocean   

  

  





 29 August: Labour of Love at Auro Orchard   



Students were mesmerised by an art exhibition they 
visited in Auroville's Centre d'Art ‘Citadines' 
'Last School' student Bhavyo visited the Himalayas and 
was captivated by the mountains. The past two years he 
dedicated to studying them through his drawings, which 
accumulated into this exhibition. Citadines shows his study 
and way of expressing the mountains; capturing their 
essence in a zen-like way. The exhibition ends at his main 
work after which the exhibition is named: Echo. When 
entering this final space a 'silence' sign emphasises the 
stillness of his art. We were fortunate to meet the artist 
while observing his work. Bhavyo: "Everything you see here 
is a study of the mountains and it was all preparation for 
this last work 'Echo'. While making it I stood on the paper 
wearing socks, using a huge brush and diving deep within 
to create this final piece." 
Loka students were touched by the artist's work but also 
noticed other things such as how the lights were put in a 
particular way to bring out the paintings and how nature 
and sunlight were included in the space through large 
windows. 
"After looking at this exhibition I take with me a sense of 
inner peace." -Loka Student Sandeep (16) 

 29 August: Visit to Centre d’Art Citadines   





 29 August: Gaia’s Garden: A Sacred Space in Auroville   
In absence of Gaia’s Garden creator Gerard Jak, Farmer & Gardener Frank explored the Garden with Loka’s 
students and was assisted by friend Pranav. Some excerpts of Frank’s teachings: 

 Kireet is the most intuitive gardener I ever met. His expression is both structured and wild.  How 
do you know if you are using your intuition? You succeed!  Live in this world and do not destroy. 
Somebody once asked me what I think when going in the garden. The answer is: I think nothing. I listen 
to the plants.  Plants have no competition in the way we humans have. They have a purpose to fulfil. 

 Tantra is based on the principle that you cannot deny anything in this world.  Nature is balanced.
 With our intellect we study something and find its use. This is using the mind based on separation, 

which is a man made thing. A supermind seeks no separation, it seeks unity.  

Frank and Pranav showed us the bees, flowers, plants and gave us a glimpse of the spirit of gardening. Then we all 
participated in an activity and dug a hole, filled it with neem tree branches, closed it and planted seeds and watered 
them. It was a proven technique that lets plants grow even on the most barren soil -an art in which Aurovillians excel. At 
the end of the session, Frank gifted plants for the school garden and farm in Bihar and Pranav arranged a fruit feast in 
the house where we had a beautiful closing conversation. 

  

  

https://www.facebook.com/gerard.jak?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZW8ah46MThnmEcikuXVNuYPjBRhUCEJRUZB_OptbRZBDRYQVjvwDLoFoOXgW7lvvvLDCPr9JucuLlrRSeaBq0MN3q8_aeU9y_5MmdrhS03lkXiib8D96BkCCKQYfSRxB6qlAfqX0DPrE3JQZSzM02tI8ZFhni6JZFrLZK3raeBEeg&__tn__=-%5DK-R


  





 Final Reflection   

 Sandeep - Visiting Auroville made me realise that joy in life is everywhere. In Auroville 
people turned barren land into a place of beauty through their work. That same beauty is 
everywhere. We just need to see it, create it.  Sanatan - Many people visit Auroville and 
then they return to their normal lives, their hard work and everything continues just the way it 
was. My question is: How can I change? Can I bring the quality of that place with me and 
continue my work in new ways?  Shankar - In Auroville I learned the importance of unity. 
Auroville is the result of many people working together. One person alone could have never 
achieved this. It made me realise that where I live the spirit of doing and creating things 
together is lacking and then things get stuck and rarely move beyond talk. We need to learn to 
work together. Whatever I learned in Auroville, I am now applying in the school garden where I 
work every day.  Dinesh - For me it was a life changing trip. I used to dream but struggle in 
having a clear dream. In Auroville my dream became clear. Something else, like what Sandeep 
said, is that beauty is everywhere, we just need to search for it. For this we need to be more 
conscious. Let’s find the beauty of Bihar together.  Madhu - In Auroville I found peace in 
people. People are busy with work, their focus is there. In that lies their peace.  Shilpi - 
Auroville is a place of consciousness. People and nature are valued. Rather than focussing on 
another, people are focussed on their own progress and how they can live life nicely. People 
smiled at me, even people I never met before. Their smile is their welcome.  



This document was made as a memory for Loka students to take with them as they 
journey on in life and to honour the people of Auroville who gave their precious time and 
presence to them. A deep thank you from the heart for the generosity and abundance with 
which you welcomed Loka’s students! The learning documented here is something they 
will take with them for the rest of their lives. Also many thanks to all the people who 
support Loka’s work and make these deep and rich learning experiences possible.

 Gratitude   

What? Loka is a small school with big 
dreams. Where? At the entrance of a village 
along the Punpun river in Bihar, India. Why? 
Loka explores (new) ways of learning for a 
Beautiful, Just and Sustainable World. Who? 
Loka’s 100 students aged 4-16, from nursery 
to grade 10, receive a complete education of 
Head, Heart & Hand. How? At Loka students 
are equipped to create their livelihoods, 
empowered to uplift their surroundings and 
enriched with a sense of purpose.  
Contact: lokafoundation@gmail.com 

www.loka.in 


  

http://www.loka.in

